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            Make-up

            Eyes, lips, complexion… Texen brings out beauty practices and rituals.
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            Skincare

            Texen promotes efficient skincare product application focused on well-being for a demanding consumer.
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            Fragrance

            Texen’s focus on the symbiosis between perfume and packaging enhances the fragrance experience.
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            Texen showcases its expertise within the world of spirits: boxes, over cap, casing, etc.
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                    Commitments

                    Preserving the planet and allowing individuals to flourish represents the essence of Texen’s CSR commitment.
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                    Eco-design

                    As a key player in the ecological transition, eco-design is one of Texen’s essential mission values.
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                    Know-how

                    Texen strives to transform materials virtuously through its expertise and innovative automation.
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                    Innovation

                    Texen leverages innovation for the savvy consumer offering eco-responsible solutions.

                    Find out more 
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        Markets & Offer

        Texen’s Standard, Semi-Specific and Specific products stand out in the beauty and spirits markets.
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        Sed quid est quod in hac causa maxime homines admirentur et reprehendant meum consilium
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